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Pentagon Makes Massive New AI push for Tanks, Ships,
Weapons, Drones and Networks
The Pentagon is making a massive push to accelerate the application of
artificial intelligence to ships, tanks, aircraft, drones, weapons and large
networks as part of a sweeping strategy to more quickly harness and integrate
the latest innovations. Many forms of AI are already well-underway with U.S.
military combat systems, yet new technologies and applications are emerging
so quickly that Deputy Secretary of Defense Patrick Shanahan has directed
the immediate creation of a new Joint Artificial Intelligence Center. “The
Deputy Secretary of Defense directed the DoD Chief Information Officer to
standup the Joint Artificial Intelligence Center in order to enable teams across
DoD to swiftly deliver new AI-enabled capabilities and effectively experiment
with new operating concepts in support of DoD's military missions and
business functions." DoD spokeswoman Heather Babb told Warrior Maven.
Pentagon officials intend for the new effort to connect otherwise disparate AI
developments across the services. The key concept, naturally, is to capitalize
upon the newest and most efficient kinds of autonomy, automation and
specific ways in which AI can develop for the long term -- yet also have an
immediate impact upon current military operations. AI performs a wide range
of functions not purely restricted to conventional notions of IT or cyberspace;
computer algorithms are increasingly able to almost instantaneously access
vast pools of data, compare and organize information and perform automated
procedural and analytical functions for human decision-makers in a role of
command and control. While AI can of course massively expedite data
consolidation, cloud migration and various kinds much-needed cybersecurity

functions, it is increasingly being applied more broadly across weapons
systems, large platforms and combat networks as well. Rapid data-base
access, organizing information and performing high-volume procedural
functions are all decided advantages of AI applications. Algorithms, for
example, are increasingly able to scan, view and organize ISR input such as
images or video – to identify points of combat relevance of potential interest to
a commander. AI enabled technology can perform these kinds of procedural
functions exponentially faster than humans can, massively shortening the
crucial decision-making timeframe for combat decision makers. At the same
time, many experts, developers and military leaders recognize that the certain
problem-solving faculties and subjective determinations unique to human
cognition - are still indispensable to decision making in war. For this reason,
advanced AI relies upon what developers refer to as “human-machine”
interface or “easing the cognitive burden” wherein humans function in a
command and control capacity while computer automation rapidly performs a
range of key procedural functions.

